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PAINE SCHWARTZ PARTNERS

Dear Investor,
Welcome to Paine Schwartz Partners’ first annual Sustainability Report.
Sustainability has always been an integral component of our business practices as well as the portfolio
companies in which we invest. Focusing on businesses within the food and agribusiness sector entails an
intrinsic alignment between success-driven private equity investing and environmental conscientiousness, and we continue to view this mindset as a differentiating hallmark of both the firm and our strategy.
We examine every potential Paine Schwartz Partners investment from a social and environmental perspective, with particular consideration of its present and potential future impact on the environment,
resource availability, and end consumers. We are proud of the wide array of sustainability-related areas
we as a firm are able to address through our portfolio companies, and we are dedicated to ensuring these
businesses have in place strong governance frameworks and good management teams to effectively manage this focus.
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We have portfolio companies, such as ScanBio and AgBiTech, making great strides in environmentally conscious innovations, developing products and practices such as biofuel technology and natural pest-control methods. Many of our companies, such as Rivulis, Lyons Magnus, and Verdesian, are achieving sizable
reductions in resource waste by recycling resources and minimizing usage. Other portfolio companies are
showing their dedication to their employees and end-consumers by implementing high certification standards. Examples of this include Meadow Food’s comprehensive management systems certification suite
and Global ID which is actively administering a wide range of certifications to clients across the globe.
Furthermore, we take pride in that all of our portfolio companies have implemented proactive practices
to achieve greater energy efficiency as well as health and safety standards.
It is our hope that this first installment of our annual Sustainability Report series offers a window into our
firm’s achievements to date as well as our forward-looking vision for portfolio companies. We thank you
for your ongoing support as we continue to invest consciously and create value in sectors that further the
movement toward sustainability.
With Regards,

Dexter and Kevin
PAINE SCHWARTZ PARTNERS
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About Paine Schwartz Partners
Paine Schwartz Partners is a leading private equity firm specializing in
Global Food and Agribusiness Investing.
Over the past 20+ years, our team of dedicated professionals with over 500 combined
years of industry experience has made a total of 42 food and agribusiness investments
(16 platform investments), representing over $1.9 billion of total equity invested and $4.1
billion of total acquisition value. These businesses’ combined operations span 20 countries around the world.
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At Paine Schwartz Partners, we leverage our thesis-driven approach and operational
expertise to target specific segments of the food and agribusiness value chain: Inputs,
Input Supply and Distribution, Production, Processing, and Services.
VALUE CHAIN
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Contract
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Distribution
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Aquaculture, Wild

RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT
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Private Label
Consumer
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LABORATORY

CONSULTING

Paine Schwartz Partners area of focus

NOTE: Total investment value includes platform and add-on acquisitions completed by Paine Schwartz Partners, LLC as well Fox Paine and Company.
Investment statistics are as of December 31, 2017.

We believe in close partnerships with our portfolio companies’ management teams to implement
strategic initiatives to enhance and sustain value in each of our investments.
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Sustainability in A Modern Collaborative
Landscape
MOVING TOWARD A GREATER GOAL

We recognize that our firm operates in a particularly environmentally, socially, and resource
sensitive sector of the global economy. To that end, Paine Schwartz Partners believes that
our responsibility to the collective movement toward sustainability is double-facing:
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BEHIND US are our portfolio
companies’ end-users who expect
their products to be produced sustainably and responsibly.

IN FRONT OF US is the greater goal of universal food
security and sustainability, which can be achieved in part
by progress toward environmentally-sound products and
practices.

A recent study from the Nielsen Company revealed that consumers, particularly millennials, are willing to pay
more for products that are produced
sustainably and from brands viewed as
socially and environmentally responsible (The Nielsen Global Survey of
Corporate Social Responsibility and
Sustainability, 2015).

In 2015, the United Nations created the sustainable development goals (SDGs), which are a universal set of goals, targets,
and indicators that have influenced corporate agendas and political policies across a broad range of social, environmental,
and economic development issues.
The second of the seventeen proposed SDGs is:
“End hunger, achieve food security and improved nutrition,
and promote sustainable agriculture” and has the ultimate goal
to end all forms of hunger and malnutrition by 2030.
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and Communities
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Paine Schwartz Partners is proud to present our first annual
Sustainability Report to our valued investors. We are committed to
responsible investing, and we place strong focus on opportunities
that not only have the potential to show above-market performance
but will yield positive long-lasting environmental impacts.

Our Approach to Sustainable Investment
FIRMLY ROOTED CORPORATE VALUES

Within food and agribusiness investing, value creation and sustainability often go hand in
hand. For example, improved efficiency of input productivity redounds to both lower environmental impact and improved bottom line. As such, identifying opportunities to maximize socially and environmentally conscious investing has naturally integrated into our
business since the early days of our firm.
Our firm’s deep specialization in food and agribusiness investing means that we wholly
understand the ever-growing importance of sustainability, especially as global resource
demand increases with population growth and consumption.

We at Paine
Schwartz Partners
believe that:

 Read More About ESG

Real value lies in solutions that
promote global productivity
while also addressing pressing
sustainability challenges.

Proactive day-to-day
management of key ESG
elements across our portfolio
companies will help protect
and enhance the value of our
investments.
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Our Investment Process
INTEGRATION OF ESG IN EVERY STAGE

Our firm is committed to integrating high environmental, social, and corporate governance (ESG) standards across each investment lifecycle in order to safeguard our portfolio companies’ success in the present and future.
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STEP #1

STEP #2

STEP #3

PRE-INVESTMENT

POST-INVESTMENT

EXIT

• Complete environmental and

• Monitor all portfolio

• Make appropriate disclosures

social due diligence with input
from a third-party expert
consultant to assess risks and
areas for improvement

• Analyze and identify

opportunities to implement
sustainable practices,
contextualized in the
framework of existing Paine
Schwartz Partners portfolio
companies

• Proceed toward investment

with a plan of engaging with
the target company postacquisition to address material
sustainability issues

companies to track progress
against agreed upon
sustainability/ ESG-related
initiatives

• Partner closely with

on material and relevant ESG
topics

• Retain and consult third-

party experts and advisors as
needed

management to support any
required improvement plan

• Encourage integration

of conscientious values
into portfolio company
management decisions

• Institute strong culture of

sustainability and corporate
responsibility within portfolio
company executives

ACROSS ALL THREE STAGES, PAINE SCHWARTZ PARTNERS FOCUSES ON ESG AND SUSTAINABILITY AT
THE PORTFOLIO COMPANY LEVEL, AND WE ARE COMMITTED TO TRANSPARENCY AND REPORTING TO
INVESTORS AND OTHER STAKEHOLDERS.
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A Portfolio-Wide Review
SUSTAINABILITY ACROSS OUR ACTIVE PORTFOLIO COMPANIES

We promote active sustainability programs, and we are proud of a wide variety of achievements throughout our portfolio. These accomplishments are most evident in maximizing
resource efficiency (page 10), achieving certification from key governing bodies (page 14),
and increasing energy efficiency (page 20).
The below exhibit maps out key focus areas within the sustainability programs of each of
our portfolio companies. We continuously partner with portfolio company management
to identify ways to augment their ESG programs.
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CASE STUDY #1: SCANBIO

From Fish Waste to Feed
INNOVATIONS IN AQUACULTURE

ScanBio Marine Group is a leading producer of protein and oil ingredients made from the
byproducts of sustainably harvested fish. Leftover materials once seen as valueless excess
are now considered an opportunity to create essential ingredients found in many widely
used products, such as animal feed, pet food, and biofuel.
ScanBio’s inherently sustainable core operations transform these waste materials into
valuable links in the food chain and environment.
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ScanBio’s Sustainability Footprint
AN ENVIRONMENTALLY AND SOCIALLY CONSCIOUS PRACTICE

150,000

50,000

20,000

metric tons of fish waste material used
to manufacture ingredients for animal
feed and to generate energy

tons of fish protein
concentrate

tons fish oil

PRODUCED ANNUALLY

An Environmentally and Socially Conscious Practice
AS PART OF SCANBIO’S VALUES AND MISSION, THE COMPANY:

Only sources fish waste from
sustainable sources, such as
sustainable wild caught fisheries and responsibly managed aquaculture farms

Focuses on improving social issues, including human
rights and labor rights within
its own operations as well as
in its suppliers, subcontractors, and trading partners

Has installed energy efficient
equipment, including a new
boiler, heat exchanger, and insulation for tanks, throughout
ScanBio’s own office, which has
resulted in an 18% reduction in
total energy consumption
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How Biofuels and Oil Are Made From Fish
THE INNOVATIVE APPROACH TO SUSTAINABILITY WITH SCANBIO

K3 FISH

K2 FISH

(SALMON OR WHITEFISH)

(DEAD OR DISEASED FISH)

• Historically, only the fillet is kept

• If left on the ocean floor, dead or

and the excess parts are discarded

diseased fish risk spreading infectious
viruses or bacteria

EXCESS HARVESTED
BY

• These fish are not permitted to enter the
food chain from a regulatory standpoint

GROCERY

COLLECTED BY SCANBIO

Excess oil provides
alternative energy
source and water
is recirculated

SCANBIO K2
Processing Facility

TRANSFORMED
INTO

TRANSFORMED
INTO

BIOENERGY

•

BIOGAS

Animal Feed

USED IN

•

SCANBIO K3
Processing Facility

BIOFUEL

FISH OIL

•

USED IN

FISH
PROTEIN

Sustainable energy
sources for buildings
+ transportation
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HOW OUR PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: MINIMIZE RESOURCE WASTE

How Our Portfolio Companies:
Minimize Resource Waste
GREATER REDUCTION, MORE SAVINGS
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CASE STUDY #2

At Paine Schwartz Partners, we believe recycling resources and reducing usage are two key
factors to consider for our portfolio companies’ sustainability approach, and we support
companies that show dedication to conserving resources and reducing waste materials.

Great Strides in Water Conservation
MICRO-IRRIGATION COMPANY MAKES BIG IMPACT

Rivulis is an industry-leading drip and micro irrigation solutions provider that develops, manufactures, and
delivers best-in-class irrigation products that reduce water usage while increasing productivity in global
agricultural production.
RIVULIS’ MICRO IRRIGATION SYSTEMS
USE WATER...

70%

more efficiently
than gravity flow
systems

20-40%

more efficient
than sprinkler
systems

RIVULIS SUPPORTS

RIVULIS HAS COLLECTED
AND REUSED

1,600+

5,000

customers across 106
countries in reducing and
recycling their water usage
through more efficient
irrigation, which promotes
agricultural production in
otherwise arid, infertile
climates

tons of tubing, hose, and
tape material collected
directly from customers’
used driplines

CASE STUDY #3
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Packaging Products Using By-Product Waste
SUSTAINABLE PRACTICES FOR FOODSERVICE SOLUTIONS

Lyons Magnus is a developer, manufacturer, and marketer for the foodservice sector, with products
ranging from fruit and flavor ingredients to labels and packaging. The company’s business practices are
grounded in sustainability and produce mindful end-products that consumers are willing to stand behind.

CASE STUDY #4

Approximately 90% of Lyons Magnus’ product packaging
is made from recycled, recyclable, and biodegradable
materials.

The company’s process of managing wastewater streams
repurposes food production by-products into sustainable
livestock feed sold to farmers. This not only reduces
particulate levels in wastewater discharge but also serves
as an additional income stream.
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Planting Sustainable Practices
PHOSPHORUS AT THE FOREFRONT OF PLANT HEALTH

Verdesian Life Sciences specializes in helping farmers maximize their crop yield while using fewer inputs
and reducing their environmental impact. Verdesian develops and offers nutrient management and efficiency technologies, seed treatments and inoculants, and crop health chemistry and biologicals.
VERDESIAN AVAIL®
PHOSPHORUS FERTILIZER
ENHANCER INCREASES
ESSENTIAL PHOSPHORUS LEVELS
IN PLANTS BY AN AVERAGE OF

30%
leading to reduced fertilizer use and
overall impact on the environment

NUTRISPHERE-N® FERTILIZER
INCREASES SOIL RETENTION
OF NITROGEN FOR PLANT
UPTAKE BY SLOWING THE
LOSS OF NITROGEN THROUGH
VOLATILIZATION AND LEACHING

NutriSphere-N® has harvested an
estimated 500 MM lbs of nitrogen
that would have otherwise been
destroyed through environmental
processes

72M*
acres of farmland have been treated
with AVAIL® Phosphorus Fertilizer

46M*
acres have been treated with
NutriSphere-N®
*As of 2016

CASE STUDY #5: SPEARHEAD

Spearheading Innovative Solutions
THE HEART OF SUSTAINABLE AGRICULTURE

Spearhead International manages and operates local subsidiary farms in the U.K., Poland,
the Czech Republic, Romania, and Slovakia. The company employs innovative agricultural
practices and strives to improve efficiency of resources such as fuel, fertilizer, and water.
The company views itself as a steward of the land and holds itself to the highest sustainability standards as a key differentiating factor from competitors.
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Raising Global Standards

GLOBALG.A.P.
STANDARDS

•

Food, Environment, and
Worker Safety

CERTIFIED AND RESPONSIBLE

Spearhead voluntarily complies with various assurance programs to ensure its services to farmers and consumers alike are reliable, sustainable,
and responsible. These programs include 

RED TRACTOR

•

Food Quality and
Safety

LEAF MARQUE

•

Sustainable Farming

Innovation Through
Technology

Spearhead uses waste products from its livestock and
maize silage to produce biogas renewable energy in the
Czech Republic. To date, the company has generated
up to 3.5 MW capacity of electricity for its own operations, with excess sold to the national grid.

GENERATING POWERFUL AND IMPACTFUL
SOLUTIONS

Part of Spearhead’s sustainability initiatives is the
use of highly advanced technology to generate
renewable resources, optimize agriculture results, and reduce waste byproduct. 

The company has reduced chemical fertilizer application and waste by 5.5% through technology such as
GPS-guided machinery.
Spearhead has adopted satellite imaging, light reflection imaging, and yield mapping technologies which,
through precise and targeted application, minimize use
of seeds, fertilizers, and crop chemicals.
At least once every three years, the company carries
out detailed soil sampling for phosphate, potash, organic matter, and pH levels to monitor soil health and
to avoid nutrient depletion.

CASE STUDY #6: VERISEM
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Seed Growers with a Global Presence
BLENDING SUSTAINABILITY AND NUTRITION

Verisem is a collection of leading global seed producers for breeders and growers worldwide. The company promotes the production of healthy food sources that provide consumers with essential vitamins, fibers, and micronutrients for a balanced diet.




On the Vanguard of
Alternative Protein Sources

Modern Thinking in Seed
Pollination

INGREDIENTS FOR GLOBAL CONSUMPTION

CREATIVE PARTNERSHIPS TO SUSTAIN
BIODIVERSITY

Verisem’s core product offering focuses on production of pea and bean seeds, which provide a
more sustainable alternative source of protein
compared to animal proteins. These proteins
leave a lower environmental footprint, including
reduced consumption of water, energy, and associated carbon emissions.

Verisem partners with beekeepers to optimize
crop pollination during the seed production
phase. The beekeepers provide 2 to 5 beehives
per hectare (160,000-400,000 bees per
hectare), which actively contribute to biodiversity and food diversity.
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HOW OUR PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: GET CERTIFIED

How Our Portfolio Companies: Get Certified
CERTIFICATION STANDARDS SHOW DEDICATION TO CONSUMERS
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CASE STUDY #7

Although certifications in the food and agribusiness sector are optional, they provide credibility for businesses and allow them to maintain high standards in health, environmental,
food, trade, labor, and energy practices. When our portfolio companies meet certification
requirements, it helps demonstrate their commitment for key stakeholders such as their
customers and employees while also minimizing negative impacts on wider society and the
environment.

Leader in Proactive Certification for ESG Impact
CERTIFICATION FOR MANAGEMENT

Meadow Foods has robust structures and processes in place for driving continuous improvement across its sustainability programs, and has
also developed a comprehensive supplier management framework. The company’s sustainability
initiatives are supported by a number of externally certified management systems, including 

1.

OHSAS 18001 (Health and Safety)

2.

BRC7 Grade AA (Food Safety)

3.

ISO 14001 (Environment)

4. SMETA compliance (Ethical Trade / Labour)
5.

ISO 50001 planned for 2018 (Energy)

Meadow Foods has placed sustainability at the core of its business model and has developed a comprehensive ESG-based management framework to drive the business’ sustainability initiatives. It has already
realized significant achievements in reducing:
ENERGY CONSUMPTION

WATER CONSUMPTION

WASTE

38% reduction since 2008 across its
business

e.g. 75% reduction at its Chester site

which is well below industry
benchmarks

CASE STUDY #8
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Leading Solutions Provider in the Foodservice Industry
SETTING GLOBAL STANDARDS IN CERTIFICATION

Global ID Group provides integrated food safety and food quality solutions that address challenges and
opportunities in the rapidly evolving food industry. The company helps its clients achieve rapidly evolving
standards in the global food economy by placing focus on safety, transparency, and sustainability.
Global ID’s accredited certification body, Cert
ID, serves clients all across the U.S., U.K., and
Brazil and administers a wide range of certifications, including:
1.

SQF (Quality and Safety)

2.

BRC (Food Safety)

3.

GlobalG.A.P. (Good Agricultural Practice)
ProTerra Standard (Soy and Sugar Production)

6.

Gluten-Free (Food Safety)

4M+

clients

metric tons of soy

~7,000

4. Non-GMO (Identity Preservation)
5.

15,000+

sites are SQF
certified

125+
countries

•

Global ID Group works with over 15,000 clients in over 100
countries.

•

Global ID’s ProTerra Standard, one of the largest sustainable
agriculture standards in the world, certifies over 4 million
metric tons ($3 billion USD) of soy annually sourced from
over 6,000 audited farms in Brazil.

•

Currently, approximately 7,000 sites in North America
alone are SQF certified.

•

GLOBALG.A.P. is the world's leading farm assurance program, translating consumer requirements into Good Agricultural Practice in a rapidly growing list of countries – currently more than 125.
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CASE STUDY #9: WAWONA

Farm to Table, Consciously and Sustainably
BRINGING ORGANIC GROWTH TO CONSUMERS

Founded in 1948, Wawona Packing Company is one of the nation’s largest vertically-integrated suppliers of a variety of organic stone fruit, such as peaches, plums, apricots, and
oranges. The company’s commitment to quality products and sustainability is placed at the
forefront of its business practices through widespread integration of resource-conserving
systems and methods.
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WAWONA HAS TRANSITIONED FROM TRADITIONAL IRRIGATION SYSTEMS TO
MICRO-SPRINKLER AND DRIP IRRIGATION SYSTEMS AT ITS RANCHES, THEREBY
ACHIEVING A 40% REDUCTION IN OVERALL WATER USAGE.

This figure
corresponds to
estimated
savings of:

1.5M
gallons of water
per acre

which translates
roughly to

3.7B
gallons of water saved
annually across all
ranches

Conserving Water Usage
RECYCLED WATER SUPPLIES CROP GROWTH

As part of their sustainability initiative, Wawona has successfully implemented two water treatment systems that recycle water used in the fruit-washing process. The recycled water is then used to irrigate
grassland for feeding local livestock and replenishing groundwater supply.
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Cultivating Healthy Soil
LESS CONTAMINATION, BETTER FOUNDATIONS

Wawona understands that healthy crop growth stems from nutrient-rich, clean soil. The company conducts soil and plant tissue sampling in addition to well water testing to ensure that only necessary nutrients and supplements are introduced into the field. This process helps mitigate risks of potential soil and
groundwater contamination, which can adversely impact human health and the environment.

Maximizing Crop Growth Sustainably
MINDFUL REDUCTION OF CHEMICALS YIELDS FRUITFUL RETURN
THE PROGRAM HAS GENERATED TO DATE A

As part of its commitment to healthy soil,
Wawona implemented the Advanced Integrated Pest Management Program to control
harmful pests while minimizing pesticide use.

27% reduction
in overall pesticide use across the company’s ranches and
has minimized the risk of run-off and overspray pollution,
allowing for more wholesome growth.

WAWONA EMPLOYS THE FOLLOWING METHODS OF NATURAL,
BIOLOGICAL PESTICIDES:

•

Releasing native predatory
insects into fields as an
alternative to harsh pestcontrolling chemicals

•

Laying down weed mats to
reduce the need for excess
herbicides

•

Using computer-controlled
spray rigs to minimize risk of
pollution from overspraying
or run-off
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CASE STUDY #10: AGBITECH

Innovator in Organic Pest Management
SUSTAINABILITY THROUGH SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

AgBiTech puts the grower first by developing innovative natural pesticides that selectively
target harmful pests without impacting beneficial insects, plants, animals, or humans. The
company’s products are formulated with extracted organic virus, glycerol, and water and
have no adverse environmental effects on groundwater or soil.
The active ingredient itself degrades naturally in the soil over several days, as opposed to
chemical pesticides which can take weeks or months to degrade. AgBiTech’s products have
no spray drift or run-off restrictions and can also be used by Certified Organic growers.

Global Impact Through Organic Solution
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ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY AND ORGANICALLY CERTIFIED

40,000

300+

650,000

liters of product sold each year

customers served

acres saved from chemical pesticides
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IN AUSTRALIA, AGBITECH HAS WORKED TO RECYCLE PRODUCT USED IN MANUFACTURING WHERE
POSSIBLE.

THE COMPANY COMBINES ENERGY-EFFICIENT BUILDING MATERIALS AND AUTOMATED PRODUCTION
PROCESSES AND SYSTEMS TO MAXIMIZE EFFICIENCY AND MINIMIZE ITS ENERGY FOOTPRINT.

THE HIGHLY CONCENTRATED NATURE OF AGBITECH PRODUCTS SIGNIFICANTLY REDUCES ENERGY
EXPENDED IN THE STORAGE AND TRANSPORT PROCESSES.

AGBITECH ACTIVELY WORKS WITH MAJOR INFLUENCERS AND RESEARCHERS IN THE SECTOR, AND HAS
A RANGE OF PROGRAMS THAT PROVIDE SUPPORT TO DEVELOPING REGIONS:
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•

The company works closely with The
Brazilian Agricultural Research Corporation
(EMBRAPA) in Brazil to help farmers reduce
chemical pesticide usage

•

AgBiTech is currently working with the UN,
Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO),
and Gates Foundation to address the major fall
armyworm (Spodoptera frugiperda) outbreak in
Africa

HOW OUR PORTFOLIO COMPANIES: CONSERVE ENERGY AND GENERATE RENEWABLE ENERGY

How Our Portfolio Companies:
Conserve Energy and Generate Renewable Energy
A BRIGHT FUTURE FOR ENERGY EFFICIENCY

Paine Schwartz Partners stands proudly behind our portfolio companies who have successfully implemented energy efficient methods and achieved significant annual savings
in energy consumption. Some of our companies employ practices such as installing solar
panels, transitioning to LED lights, and lowering consumption, whereas others conserve
energy through more innovative methods.

A Move Toward Forward-Thinking Results
LOWERING CONSUMPTION ACROSS THE BOARD
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The companies throughout our portfolio demonstrate a commitment to energy
conservation. Here are some of their accomplishments:

• Reduced energy intensity by 38% since 2008 through implementation of a

comprehensive energy efficiency program, including installation of low-energy
equipment, LED lighting, and optimizing boiler efficiency

• Installed solar panels at several of its main processing sites

• Focused on changing to LED lighting throughout its manufacturing and ware-

house sites to reduce energy consumption, which so far has successfully netted
a 70% reduction in kWh

• Maintains a 1.12 MW solar energy system consisting of 5,000 sun-tracking solar panels across five acres to power its main packing and cooling facility, providing approximately half of the total energy demand for this facility
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• Currently upgrading to LED lighting throughout its facilities, and has accounted
for 650,000 kWh in annual energy savings to date

• Installed a 600 kWp solar system on a refrigerated warehouse, generating
850,000 kWh annually of renewable electricity

• Implemented energy intelligence software at its primary production facility in
Israel to regulate and conserve energy consumption

• Integrated a more efficient drip tape production process that has reduced raw
material and energy inputs

• Generates approximately 47 GW of sustainable energy each year through its
marine waste biofuel production process, which powers buses in the city of
Trondheim and ScanBio’s own business operations (among other recipients)

• Installed energy efficient equipment, including a new boiler, heat exchanger, and
insulation for tanks, throughout ScanBio’s own office, which has resulted in an
18% reduction in total energy consumption
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Looking Ahead
We hope that the 2018 Sustainability Report has provided insight and transparency to our commitment
toward various ESG initiatives in the portfolio. We believe we remain well-positioned to further support
sustainability through our diverse roster of companies working toward food and agribusiness innovation
and solutions.
Our portfolio companies will continue to integrate their existing ESG and sustainability-related programs
into their business operations and focus on continuous improvement toward managing ESG. The following are various initiatives our portfolio companies plan on actioning to strengthen their ESG and sustainability programs in the coming year:

• Global ID is producing positive sustainability effects through its engagement with clients. For instance,

the company has just signed an agreement with Lidl, one of the largest food retailers in the world, to
certify that soy ingredients used in Lidl’s meat supply chain are extracted from sustainable sources.
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• Spearhead is targeting further quantifiable reductions in fertilizer and other chemical usage by expanding its use of variable rate application technology. The company plans to reduce water usage through
implementation of automatic start/stop systems, drip irrigation, and other innovative technologies.

• Verdesian is focused on greater energy conservation and is currently implementing the second
phase of energy efficiency updates throughout its facilities.

• A number of our companies have plans to continue strengthening their management frameworks
to better govern their key sustainability issues, including:

• Meadow Foods is expanding the rollout of ISO 14001 Environmental Management Sys-

tem, which has now been extended to two remaining processing facilities in Q1 2018. The
company is also working toward obtaining the ISO 50001 Energy Management System
certification in 2018.

• Spearhead will continue with the expansion of GlobalG.A.P and LEAF Marque certification
across the Spearhead Group.

Looking ahead over the next 12 months, we plan to continue our focus on fostering sustainability initiatives at each of our companies and further improving how we objectively measure this progress across
the portfolio. We will also continue to maintain and upgrade the ESG framework embedded in our due
diligence and portfolio management practices.
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Paine Schwartz Partners:
Sustainable Food Chain
Investing Toward a
Positive Future
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